• China 1 is a large economy with a large absolute gross domestic product (GDP). However, its huge population brings its GDP and wealth level per capita way below developed countries and in-line with many developing countries.
predominantly rural population helps to explain the low penetration rates of computer ownership and Internet users in China. In addition, China is culturally and ethnically diverse with more than 50 different ethnic groups. Its provinces often contain more people than most European countries. This diversity and the centralized political structure make maintaining state authority both a priority and a challenge. The Internet is viewed as a potential tool that can either strengthen or weaken the government's political and economic control.
Compared with other large Asian countries, China can be categorized as a typical developing nation in Asia. As shown in Table 2 , China's demographic indicators, such as urban population percentage and age groups,are commensurate with other developing countries including India and Thailand. 
III. ECONOMY
China's 1978 economic reform policy apparently led to impressive economic growth. As shown in Table 3 , China experienced annual growth rates in the double-digits from 1980 to 1995. In the late 1990s, the annual growth rates were maintained between 7and 8%. This achievement designated China as the fastest growing economy in the world in the past two decades. The percentage of agriculture in total GDP declined continuously over the past two decades, while the percentage of service industries including transportation, postal, telecommunications, wholesale, and retail increased gradually. This trend signals a transition from an agricultural to a service economy. In the area of trade, significant changes occurred. During the 1980s, China experienced mostly trade deficits. The trade balance shifted to surpluses in the 1990s. Overall, both imports and exports increased significantly over the last two decades, as shown in Table 4 . In comparison with other nations in the Asia-Pacific region, China's economy enjoyed an outstanding growth rate, with an average of 8.62% annual growth between 1995 and 2000.
Meanwhile, China's 3.1% unemployment is below the average of Asia-Pacific nations. The consumer inflation rate was in the negative, well below the average in Asia-Pacific countries, as shown in Table 5 . 
INCOME DISTRIBUTION AND UNEMPLOYMENT
China's per capita GDP showed constant increases over the last two decades from 460 RMB (US$55.4) to 7,078 RMB (US$852.7) demonstrated in Table 6 . The gap in average family annual incomes between the highest income families and the lowest income families widened, as shown in Table 7 . N/A 1.8 2.5 2.9 n/a n/a n/a 3.1 3.1 Source: China Statistics Bureau [2001] As shown in Table 8 , in comparison with other nations in the Asia-Pacific region, China's per capita GDP is lower than that in developed and newly industrialized countries, but higher than most other developing countries including India and Indonesia,
The relatively low incomes among Chinese consumers are shaping both patterns and pace of ecommerce diffusion in China. Owning a computer and connecting from home are not cheap for most consumers, which makes visiting Internet cafes/shops a popular alternative. Therefore, Internet cafes/shops emerged as a major business to promote Internet usage. Low incomes created barriers for B2C profitability, which propels B2C to focus exclusively on the small portion of high-income consumers, at least in the near future.
HUMAN RESOURCES
Human resources are key to sustaining any economic and social developments. Education and training has been one of China's priorities for years. Adult literacy increased to 93.28% in 2000, as shown in Table 9 . Four million, one hundred thousand students were enrolled in colleges in 2000. Among them, 387,000 were in IT programs in 398 universities, as shown in Table 10 . This large IT student body generates roughly 40,000 graduates each year. Software engineer and IT technician in general became popular careers in the later 1990's. China's software engineers increased from 132,000 in 1998 to 186,000 in 2000, which indicates that most IT graduates were successful in landing jobs in their field after graduation. The growth details are illustrated in Table  11 . Source China Annual Report of Information Industry [2001] .
IV. INFRASTRUCTURE
Several infrastructures form the fundamental base for e-commerce diffusion. Among them, telecommunication, information technology, Internet, financial resources and delivery systems are the most significant.
TELECOMMUNICATIONS INFRASTRUCTURE
China began accelerating the development of its telecommunications infrastructure in the late 1980s The wireless phone network in China experienced an even higher growth rate. Since the first TACS cellular phone system was installed in 1987, cellular phone subscribers increased an average 200% annual growth rate until 1993. After 1993, China's wireless phone subscribers nearly doubled each year. By the end of 2000, China's 85 million subscribers made it the second largest national market in the world. As mobile phone users reached 120.6 million at the end of July 2001 according to China's Ministry of Information Industry (MII's statistics on www.mii.gov.cn), China became the largest mobile communication market in the world, surpassing the 120.1 million users in the United States. Further growth is predicted by CCID Consultant Corporation, 210 million users in 2004, as China positions to expand its secondgeneration CDMA systems aggressively in the next few years and moves to third generation (3G) systems in the near future. This growth pattern will maintain China's position as the largest national mobile phone market in the world, which could guarantee its significant role in the development of m-commerce in the world.
Television sets are one of the most popular consumer products in China. In 1998, 360 million television sets were used by Chinese consumers, equivalent to about 28 TVs per 100 capita. This high television penetration rate makes e-commerce via television a great prospect. In addition, cable TV enjoyed an impressive growth in China since the early 1990s. China's telecom infrastructure is large in terms of absolute numbers. The 2000 total investment reached 195 billion RMB (US$23.4 billion); the total telecom revenue was 251 billion RMB (US$30.2 billion) in 2000. However, in comparison to other Asia-Pacific countries, China's penetration rates for several services are still quite low. While the data in 2000 showed a big gap between China and all the developed countries, China's penetration rates for telephone, mobile phone and CATV were even below the averages of Asian-Pacific countries (Table 13 ). In summary, China's telecommunication infrastructure experienced rapid growth in the past two decades. However, the potential for further growth is still great given its low penetration rates in fixed telephone and mobile telephone services.
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY INFRASTRUCTURE
The consensus among government policymakers, industry executives, and academic researchers in China is that the IT industry is the industry sector driving China's economic growth since the 1980s. It is also considered the force to sustain future economic growth. To achieve this strategic long-term goal, China nurtures its domestic IT industry through many policy initiatives, including its plans to revitalize its electronics industry and to promote informatization.
Overall, China's IT industry experienced rapid growth since the late 1980s, as shown in Table 14 . In 1999, China's IT hardware revenue reached US$17.7 billion, software US$2.19 billion and IT services US$2.87 billion. With these revenues, China's IT industry accounted for 1.13% of its GDP in 1999. Total personal computers increased from 2.8 million in 1995 to 28.9 million in 2000. In comparison with other Asia-Pacific nations, China developed into a significant IT market.
Further growth of China's IT market is predicted. However, PC ownership is only about 1.6% in China, which is below the average, but far behind advanced Asia-Pacific nations, as shown in Table 15 . This low PC penetration rate certainly will affect e-commerce diffusion in China negatively. [Tan & Foster, 1999] . The Internet was first introduced in China via a connection established between China's Institute of High Energy Physics (IHEPnet) and Stanford University's research labs in the Bay area in 1991. This initial research linkage was eventually expanded to include many academic and research institutions with the establishment of CERNET (China Educational and Research Network). However, the commercialization and rapid expansion of Internet access and diffusion in China did not occur until 1995-1996 when multiple IT infrastructure programs and applications across diverse sectors were introduced through the Golden Projects promoted by the Chinese government [Clark, 1996] . In January 1996, the largest ISP in China, ChinaNET, successfully implemented the first commercially available Internet service across China. Since then, the Internet started to take off among various sectors in China. Among China's Internet users, the majority relies on dial-up services to get on-line. Table 17 details the distribution of broadband and dial-up users. In 2001, about 63% of users were relying on dial-up connections to access the Internet. Twenty percent used broadband technologies. The remaining 17% deoployed both dial-up and broadband access technologies. The technology distribution categorizes China's Internet as a narrow-band-based network.
Most broadband users (Table 17) use IDSN lines from their offices, homes, or Internet cafes. As shown in Table 18 , other broadband access means including cable modem and ADSL were not widely deployed by 2000. • Basic IT infrastructure (Office Automation, Management Information System): Totally deployed in 16.7% of enterprises; partially deployed in 81.1% of enterprises.
• Comprehensive IT infrastructure (ERP, MRPII, CIMS): Totally deployed in 16.5% of businesses; partially deployed in 50.5%; not deployed in 33%.
• 87% had complete Intranet and Web sites by 2000 • 37% conducted some kind of e-commerce.
The above data is based on enterprises with heavy IT investment; IT infrastructure in average enterprises in China is poorer. China's program, "2000-year for enterprises on-line," certainly boosted the deployment of overall IT infrastructure among enterprises. However, Chinese enterprises generally lag far behind their counterparts in developed countries such as the United States (Table 20) .
FINANCIAL AND DELIVERY INFRASTRUCTURE
The credit card is a relatively new transaction method in China: the first card was issued in Guangdong province in 1985. The number of credit cards and debit cards grew rapidly, with 330 million new cards issued in 2000. However, the usage rate is surprisingly low. Based on a year-2000 survey in 12 large cities, including Beijing and Shanghai, 20% of residents owned a credit or debit card, but only 9% of them used their card at least once a week. Twenty-four percent of them used the card 2-3 times a month. The remaining cardholders used their cards only a few times a year. In general, credit and debit cards are used only in high-end department stores, luxury hotels, and restaurants.
China's postal delivery system is mostly dominated by the de facto monopoly, China Posts, which provides complete national coverage. Compared with counterparts in advanced nations, China Posts' delivery time is long and its service quality is poor, particularly in remote and rural areas. Express delivery services by China Posts are often available in big cities and economically developed provinces, but rarely extended to remote and rural areas. International services are Buyers voiced many concerns about on-line transactions. Table 22 suggests that system security, suppliers' credibility, and inconvenient payment systems are top concerns.
Delivery delay is another serious problem. The high-level of concern about system security and suppliers' credibility suggest a lack of trust of e-commerce providers. This issue will not be resolved simply by upgrading technologies, but will require e-commerce providers to establish their credibility among consumers over a longer time period.
OTHER FACTORS
Other factors that could be significant barriers to e-commerce diffusion in China include:
The computer is designed mostly for Western languages rather than for Asian languages that are based on symbolic characters. Chinese is a language that requires extra effort to type on a keyboard. While some technologies such as voice recognition and handwriting recognition are being developed to ease this input difficulty, these technologies are either not mature or widely deployed.
• Content Barrier Most Web site content on the Internet is written in English, which is not mastered by most Chinese, especially older generations. Web contents in Chinese , however, increased in recent years. We believe that the availability of a significant amount of Chinese content and a large number of e-commerce Web sites will determine e-commerce diffusion to a large extent.
• Computer Literacy Because computers are not widely deployed in China's daily living and working environment, the opportunity for ordinary users to acquire computer skills is limited. In many cases, users need some kind of training program before they can become regular Internet and ecommerce users.
V. NATIONAL POLICY POLICY INSTITUTIONS AND REGULATION MODELS
E-commerce emerged as a new and dynamic field in the world, including in China. Many policy and regulatory issues fall into the overlapping territories of multiple traditional policy agencies. On one hand, policies in China are initiated and formulated by government ministries and bureaus, although they often compete with each other in battle over "turf". For example, when the issue concerns the IT infrastructure and services for e-commerce activities, the Ministry of Information Industry is the decision-maker to develop relevant policies. When issues are beyond the responsibilities of one specific agency, such as content regulations, several agencies either cooperate or compete for the decision-making authority. Council and the ministries. These two commissions oversee funding and the operation of stateowned enterprises. The overall structure for e-commerce policy is shown in Figure 1 . This structure is consistent with China's overall policymaking model regarding IT [Tan, 1999] . Final policy is often issued in the name of the State Council.
Figure 1. Government Policy Institutions
The policy institutions and their e-commerce related responsibilities are listed in 
State Economic and Trade Commission
• Makes policy for institutional restructuring.
• Oversees the operation of state-owned e-commerce players.
Ministry of Information Industry
• Regulates and oversees China's IT industry.
• Regulates and oversees China's IT infrastructure for ecommerce services.
Ministry of Foreign Economic and Trade Cooperation
• Policies regarding international e-commerce issues.
Ministry of Science and Technology
• R&D for e-commerce services, including hardware and software.
Ministry of Education
• Human resources development and training for ecommerce.
People's Bank of China
• Makes policy regarding electronic currency and certificate authorization.
State Bureau of News and Publications
• Policy regarding publication and trade of news, books and other publications through e-commerce. State Bureau of Industry and Commerce
• Licensing policy for e-commerce business operations.
Ministry of Public Security • Network security, encryption, and content regulation. State Bureau of Radio, Film, and Television
• Policy regarding e-commerce through cable TV systems.
• E-commerce regarding audio and video products.
Provincial and Local Governments
• Provincial and local policy regarding E-commerce in their territories.
• They are ahead of central governments in many cases.
In summary, the three kinds of decision-makers have their own characteristics. The Leading Group for Informatization is a political 'task force' that is led by China's top leaders and is closely tied to the agenda of these top political leaders. Its power of coordinating and influencing other agencies and ministries are mostly political, which includes the nominations of ministers. The interministry commissions, the State Development and Planning Commission and the State Economic and Trade Commission mostly relyon their control of funding for the entire industry to influence the ministries and corporations. Ministries and other agencies implement their agendas through publishing regulations and issuing operation licenses to control corporations and individuals.
ENABLING POLICIES Telecommunications Liberalization-From Monopoly to Competition
The telecommunication system is one of the vital infrastructures for E-commerce diffusion. China's telecom infrastructure used to be run by a monopoly, the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications, until the early 1990s. Since the introduction of the first competitor, China Unicom, in 1993, China's telecom infrastructure gradually transformed into a competitive market
Globalization and E-commerce I: Factors Affecting E-Commerce Diffusion in China by Z. Tan and W. Oyang for state-owned corporations, as shown in Table 24 . The only remaining monopoly sector is cable TV service. At the time of publication, foreign capital and domestic investments were not able to enter this market on a large scale because of regulation restrictions. [Wu, 2002] while emphasizing the necessity of maintaining regulations to create and foster fair competition. This shift toward market liberalization is further evident in the split of China Telecom into two separate and competitive operators, China Telecom (South), which keeps using the name of China Telecom, and China Netcom, which is a merger of China Telecom (North), the former China Netcom, and the former JiTong corporation. The ultimate goal is to foster further competition among operators and nurture 4 to 5 large state-owned operators before China's telecom market is fully open to foreign investments.
As far as market share is concerned, the data varies among sectors. Local access services are still mostly China Telecom's (plus future China Netcom) monopoly. Cable TV is also a monopoly business. However, mobile phone services are about 75% provided by China Mobile and 25% by China Unicom. Data services and value-added services including IP telephone are even more evenly distributed among competitors.
Internet Service Operation-a Competitive Market with Two Levels
Internet service is another vital foundation for the diffusion of E-commerce. In China, Internet service is categorized as a value-added service that is open to domestic players. However, China's policy divided its Internet service operators into two categories: Interconnecting Networks (INs) and Access Networks (ANs). The interconnecting networks are directly linked to the global Internet through international leased lines. So far, only eight IN licenses are granted to the two academic networks, CERNET and CSTNet, and the six commercial networks, ChinaNET, ChinaGBN, UNINET, CNCnet, CIETNET, and CMNET.
Interconnecting Networks (INs)
The eight interconnecting networks are closely tied to government agencies and large telecom service operators, as illustrated in Table 25 . The Ministry of Education operates CERNET; the CSTNet is developed within the Chinese Academy of Science. ChinaNET is a service of China Telecom. ChinaGBN is operated by the JiTong Communications Corporation. UNINET is the Internet arm of China Unicom. CNCnet is the Internet branch of newly licensed China Netcom. CIETNET, which is controlled by the Ministry of Foreign Economic and Trade Cooperation, is the Internet service provider for foreign trade related institutions and corporations. CMNET is the Internet business of China Mobile. While the former China Netcom, China Telecom (North), and JiTong corporation were merged into China Netcom, it is not yet known whether and how CNCnet, ChinaNET, and ChinaGBN will also be merged into one network in the near future. 
Access Networks (ISPs)
Access Networks in China are the equivalent to ISPs in the Western world. They provide access and content services to end-users. However, they do not have the legal right to obtain their own direct global interconnection. Any Chinese corporation, after meeting certain safety, legal, technological, and financial requirements, can file an application and be licensed as an ISP. Any ISP must be licensed by and gain global access through one of the eight interconnecting networks.
The eight interconnecting networks do not own most access networks in China. The ownership takes very different formats including foreign investments (not always officially legal in many cases), state ownership, quasi-state ownership, and private ownership. These access networks can expand their services into provincial, regional, or even national operations. Individual users in most cities can choose their service provider from several ISPs, which are often very competitive. The improving service quality and decreasing charges are often attributed to this competition.
Foreign Investment Policy-Openness Led by China's WTO Concessions
Foreign investment in China has been very selective since China opened its doors in 1978 [Fan, 1992] . Manufacturing, including IT hardware and software sectors, were gradually opened to foreign investments since the 1980s. However, most service sectors, including telecom services, insurance, and banking, closed their doors to foreign investments.
On December 11, 2001, China was officially accepted into the World Trade Organization (WTO). By joining the WTO, China committed to open many sectors to foreign direct investment, including telecommunications services, insurance services, and banking services. The openness to foreign investment will be a gradual process and will take years to accomplish. Taking telecom services as an example, according to the agreements, China will retain its majority control by setting the foreign investment cap at 49%. It will take five years for fixed network services to reach the investment cap. Foreign investors in mobile telecommunications are allowed a 25% share immediately on China's accession to the WTO. After a three-year period, foreign ownership will be allowed to rise to 49%. Internet and e-commerce related businesses are value-added ones, which allow more flexibility of foreign investment. The openness to foreign investment, driven by China's joining the WTO, is expected to bring China closer to global criteria in terms of policy and regulations.
E-COMMERCE POLICY
It is worthwhile to note that some provincial and local governments are ahead of the central government in formulating e-commerce policies. For example, Guangdong province published laws governing e-commerce in its territory. This is another reflection of geographic disparity, which will lead to widely varying diffusion patterns in different geographic areas. Provinces do not coordinate their policies with one another. Sections VI through IX are a general review of various policy issues [Zheng, 1999] .
VI. TAX TREATMENT OF ELECTRONIC TRANSACTIONS
China's tax system is quite different from that of many other nations. In everyday commerce activities, vendors are required to pay various taxes on their revenues. These taxes are then distributed among local governments and state agencies. However, since consumers are often not charged sales tax, E-commerce is viewed and treated the same as regular commerce. Ecommerce vendors are required to pay the same kinds of taxes as regular vendors. Public discussions about favorable tax terms to e-commerce per se are rare, except for favorable tax terms to high-tech firms in general, which could include e-commerce vendors.
VII. E-GOVERNMENT INITIATIVES
Government is considered one of the vital driving forces for e-commerce diffusion. Launched in January 1999, China's "Government Online Project" is sponsored by China Telecom and the Information Center of State Economic and Trade Commission. Funds often come out of the existing budgets of various government agencies. A specific Web site, http://www.gov.cn, promotes this government on-line project. The goal is to propel government agencies to the front to adopt Internet and e-commerce.
Two steps were initiated to carry out the project effectively. 2. The second step is to conduct government services on-line and to share data and publications on-line. So far, success is limited by poor IT infrastructure, lack of IT skills among staff, and poor legal and business infrastructures among government agencies [www.gov.cn]. However, e-government is viewed as one of the sectors that could see rapid diffusion of ecommerce. Current efforts focus on the establishment of laws and regulations by agencies including the State Council's Informatization Leading Group, the upgrading of related infrastructures, and the training of government servants.
VIII. R&D AND OTHER INCENTIVES TO THE PRIVATE SECTOR
The Chinese government sponsors R&D by providing research grants to public research institutions and private sectors. Most R&D funds are centrally administrated by the Ministry of Science and Technology. Funds are allocated mostly based on applicants' technology capabilities and the peer evaluation results of proposals. Internal R&D funds are available in some ministries. • Certificate authorization (CA) system; payment system; and supply chain management system.
• Enterprise database systems.
• E-commerce platforms to enhance Chinese enterprises' participation in global trade and cross-national production networks.
• Trial e-commerce service operations in certain sectors and feasibility studies of business operation models.
• Critical software and hardware technologies for e-commerce.
• Development of technical and transactional standards, in particular, the interconnection standards among different platforms and systems.
IX. LEGAL FRAMEWORK ELECTRONIC SIGNATURES
After the signing of the U.S. digital signature law by then President Clinton in 1999, China felt increasing pressure to develop its own policy regarding this issue. Academic researchers and policymakers are studying the issue of electronic signature, and a law is expected to be published no later than 2003.
SECURITY AND CRYPTOGRAPHIC SYSTEMS
Consumers list security and encryption as the top concern in many surveys. This concern results in part from China's overall technical and legal environment being too weak to fight fraud effectively. The security area also involves multiple government agencies. Several agencies oversee some aspect of the security issue, and each developed specific policy covering its own concerns. Content control is regulated by different agencies for different concerns. The National Bureau for Information Protection is concerned with the impacts of information publication/leaking on national security. It is the bureau to determine what kind of security information could be published on-line and what could not be put on-line. State Councils' News Offices regulates the publication of news reports on any topics and determines whether they could be put on-line and which Web sites could publish the news. The Ministry of Information Industry coordinates the blocking of "indecent" foreign content.
The safety of China's Internet operation is the responsibility of the Ministry of Information Industry. Licensing network products for security is a joint coordination between the Ministry of Public Security and the Ministry of National Security. Encryption policy and implementation are handled by National Encryption Code Commission. The Ministry of Public Security is responsible for investigating any criminal cases.
PRIVACY
Although privacy is one of the major concerns for e-commerce diffusion in many nations, it is not on the list of major concerns among Chinese consumers, based on various surveys [CNNIC, 2001] . This attitude could be related to Chinese culture, where privacy is neither highly valued nor well respected. In the near future, policy and regulations regarding privacy are not likely to be developed and published. Privacy might be a potential issue for e-commerce diffusion in the long run as consumers become more concerned about safeguarding their personal information.
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PROTECTION
Protection for both on-line and off-line intellectual property rights has been a top priority for Chinese lawmakers in recent years. Intellectual property legislation is viewed as a vital base for the healthy development of the software industry and audio-video industry, as well as ecommerce. The State Council published China's Directive for Computer Software Protection back The emergence of the Internet and e-commerce created a potential threat for the government to lose its censorship control. However, the Internet and e-commerce could not be denounced since they are considered the driving force of China's economic growth. Facing this dilemma, China is trying to extend its censorship model for the off-line world to the on-line world. The underlying policy thinking is to open the Internet and e-commerce for economic benefits while monitoring and controlling content to minimize "negative" social and political impacts. The logic and effectiveness of this policy are routinely challenged by the belief that the Internet, per se, makes any effort to filter and control content obsolete.
China's efforts focus on several different fronts. On the technical side, the government licenses only a limited number of networks that are connected to the global Internet though their gateways (see Table 25 in Section V and the accompanying discussion). Currently, only eight large networks are granted rights to run the gateways. By installing filtering software and firewalls in these gateways, China's Internet virtually converted into a national intranet [Tan, 1999] . Politically sensitive sites such as CNN.com and pornographic sites are routinely blocked from access by Internet users in China. This intranet structure gives the Chinese government the power to block any E-commerce services or sites from its domestic consumers.
Regarding individual consumers and ISPs, the Ministry of Public Security published several regulations, which made access to politically sensitive and pornographic information on the Internet illegal. Publishing, disseminating and trading "indecent" information are categorized as crimes. "Indecent" information includes national political and economic secrets. What will be significant for e-commerce diffusion is the treatment of political and economic secrets, which are often vaguely defined and arbitrarily applied.
POLICY TO PROMOTE INTERNATIONAL E-COMMERCE
In general, China is promoting international e-commerce. Many e-commerce platforms were established to promote export of Chinese products and import of other countries' goods. The driving idea is to see whether the on-site semi-annual import-export fairs could be converted into virtual and always-on import-export fairs over the Internet. The Ministry of Foreign Economic and Trade Cooperation is charged with making policies regarding international e-commerce issues.
After joining the WTO in 2001, China was pressed to adopt policies consistent with WTO's criteria. However, specific policies on this issue are not yet published.
CERTIFICATE AUTHORIZATION (CA)
The central government lagged behind in developing policy on CA, while several provincial governments moved ahead. No national law governs the nationwide CA system and its credibility. However, local governments in Beijing, Shanghai, Tianjing and Guangzhou published their local policies to implement CA within their own administrative territories.
FAVORABLE POLICIES FOR NETWORK ACCESS AND USAGE RATES
Recognizing the unusually high cost of Internet usage, the government worked with telecom carriers to lower access charges. From this perspective, pricing is still regulated by the State Development and Planning Commission. The ultimate goal is to transform China's telecom service market from a monopoly to a competitive regime (see Section V).
X. PROMOTIONAL EFFORTS TO MOBILIZE PUBLIC AWARENESS
In a country with centralized political, social and economic systems, the Chinese government is one of the vital players in promoting e-commerce diffusion and mobilizing public awareness. The government proactively initiates national projects. The 1990s featured the government's "Three Golden Bridges" project [Lovelock, 1997] . In 1999, the government began a three- The Government Online Project is part of the big e-government initiative, which was discussed in the section on government. The Enterprise Online Project was launched in July 2000 and a Web site, www.sinoeol.com, was set up. The goal is one million small firms, 10 thousand mediumsized firms, and 100 large enterprises on-line within one year [CNNIC, 2001] . Enterprises can join three strategic channels over time: Green Path, Profit Route, and High-Speed E-commerce. The Green Path aims to provide a standardized channel and technical support for enterprises to create and maintain their Web sites for information publication purposes. The Profit Route would be an e-commerce portal created and maintained by service providers. Enterprises could join the portal and make business transactions through the portal. High-Speed E-commerce would be a packaged solution for enterprises to conduct B2B e-commerce for their own products within their own Web sites. The Web site and other technical solutions are provided by China's most significant ISP, China Telecom. The entire project could be viewed as a combination of government's political desire with China Telecom's business interests. However, the lack of funds and technical staff in many medium and small sized firms may undermine the ambition of this project.
The Home Online Project was launched in 2001 with its dedicated Web site at http://www.sinohome.com/. With the goal of promoting e-commerce to families, the Home Online Project focuses on establishing on-line local communities in metropolitan areas. It aims to offer various information services related to family life on-line.
While all three projects are under way, the most successful one to date is the Government Online Project with measurable growth in domain names by government agencies.
CONCLUSIONS ON NATIONAL POLICY
Given the specific economic, infrastructure and policy environments, e-commerce in China could be characterized as being in a start-up stage with uneven diffusion among different geographic areas and different sectors with their own unique implementation strategies. The following features describe e-commerce in China [Deng, 2001] .
• 90% of B2C transactions use COD (Cash On Delivery; pay upon receiving the goods) to settle payment.
• Vendors or e-commerce service providers, rather than special delivery firms, deliver most of the purchased goods.
• Pricing through e-commerce is the same as through traditional commerce.
• Many e-stores are not a 24-hour/7-day operation. They are open for certain days and certain time periods similar to traditional stores.
XI. BUSINESS-TO-BUSINESS (B2B) B2B ACTIVITIES
Most B2B services in China were launched in 2000. China's overall environment leads to the dominance of "on-line trading markets" in the B2B sector, where service providers create Web sites to serve a large number of vendors and buyers, often small-and medium-sized enterprises. This model is popular, mostly because small-and medium-sized businesses do not have adequate IT investment, technical capabilities, and staff support to create and maintain their own e-commerce facilities. They must rely on a third party for a packaged solution. In 2000, on-line and off-line B2B transactions were 305 million RMB (US$36.7 million) and 76 billion RMB (US$9.1 billion), respectively, as shown in Table 27 . These estimates were made by the respected domestic IT information consultant firm, CCID [2001a] , which is closely tied to China's Ministry of Information Industry. Because of the variance of B2B definition and data collection methods, the size of China's B2B transactions comes from a wide range by different sources. B2B e-commerce diffusion will, to a large extent, be determined by the pace of IT infrastructure development among enterprises. In the short-run, rapid diffusion is predicted with the dominance of "on-line trading market" services (CCID, 2001a).
KEY B2B DRIVERS AND BARRIERS
One of the most significant key drivers is the Chinese government. China is still a governmentdominated society. Promoting information technology is viewed by the government as both the bottom line to survive and the strategic means to grow. That is why the government launched "Government Online" and "Enterprises Online" to promote Internet and e-commerce among government agencies and enterprises. This driver is based both on the economic and political agenda. Another driver is the desire of enterprises, especially larger ones, to connect to the global economy after China's WTO accession. Promoting B2B e-commerce is viewed as one of the basic requirements to enter global production networks, while it would also enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of Chinese firms. Further, B2B is viewed as one of the significantly growing sectors in China in the near future by both Chinese and foreign IT service providers. The potential profits would attract both domestic and foreign service providers to allocate more resources and implement more deployments, which would further drive e-commerce diffusion in China.
One of the most serious barriers would be the lack of trust among B2B participants. China does not have a solid legal and technical foundation to monitor and enforce the trust relationship among the parties involved. This lack of trust generally handicaps contract enforcement and delays the adoption of e-commerce. Another barrier could be the resistance from middle-level managers, especially in state-owned enterprises. The implementation of B2B e-commerce often eliminates managers' opportunities to manipulate their privileged power and sometimes even causes the loss of their jobs.
XII. BUSINESS-TO-CONSUMER (B2C)

B2C ACTIVITIES
In general, B2C did not succeed in taking off in China. This outcome is consistent with China's general environment. B2C is concentrated in large cities and coastal provinces where IT infrastructure is better and the number of Internet users is larger. The poor delivery system and lack of a general credibility monitoring system, plus a poor payment system, resulted in serious barriers to B2C market expansion. In addition, publication of government laws also lags behind. CCID [2001b] concluded that the B2C market would require much nurturing by service providers and the government to succeed in the near future. 
KEY B2C DRIVERS AND BARRIERS
The most significant key driver is the potential profits for B2C service providers and entrepreneurs. B2C is viewed by both traditional service corporations and new technologyoriented firms and individuals as a great profit making opportunity. The large size of the Chinese market is especially appealing. B2C is also driven by young and well-educated consumers for convenience and timesaving factors.
However, B2C is particularly handicapped by the poor infrastructure, in general, and limited disposable income. The lack of a solid foundation for payment, delivery, and even trust systems makes B2C practice hard to implement. The low disposable income of Chinese consumers dilutes the impacts of market size.
In comparison with other Asia-Pacific nations, e-commerce in China lags behind, as illustrated in Table 29 . Again, the market size is large and the growth rate is rapid, but China's hardware ownership and e-commerce transactions fall below the average for Asia-Pacific nations. 
XIII. E-COMMERCE WITH CHINESE CHARACTERISTICS
Given diverse social, political, economic, and IT environments, E-commerce may take different forms of diffusion into a specific society. The following two examples provide some insights.
ON-LINE DEPARTMENT STORE FOR A LOCAL COMMUNITY
The first example involves a typical living complex with several 30-floor apartment buildings in Beijing [Wang, 2001] . The property management operates an e-store to serve its residents.
Residents type in what they want to purchase from the e-store's Web site (they have the option to call the operator to place the order) before 11 a.m. everyday. The goods are ready for residents to pick up at 3 p.m. The e-store staff buy and sort out the goods during the four-hour window between 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. The payment is deducted from the deposit put down by registered residents. Delivery by the e-store's staff to residents' homes is an optional service with extra charges.
This e-store proved to be a successful case that combines on-line service with off-line services and bypasses potential barriers such as credibility and payment method. However, it is unlikely to be extended to a citywide or nationwide service.
ON-LINE STUDENT ADMISSIONS SERVICE FOR COLLEGES
Entering a college is still very competitive for a high school graduate in China. A national entrance exam is offered every year in July. Universities then send their admissions people to every province's center to select the right students and grant them admission, mostly based on students' scores on the national entrance exam. The two major concerns are corruption and expenditures. Corruption occurs when university admissions staff misuse their authority and admit students based, not on their scores, but on their connections. Expenditures involve the cost of transportation, lodging, and staff time for each university to send out teams to each province.
E-commerce service was implemented to address these two concerns. Since 1999, all student profiles are brought on-line after the national entrance exam. Each university conducts its admissions remotely through the Internet. The process is more open and few human transactions are involved. Each action is recorded for audit. In addition, expenditures are reduced. From this perspective, E-commerce serves as a tool to lower costs and fight corruption. However, its implementation is opposed by those whose power is threatened.
POLITICAL, SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS FOR E-COMMERCE DIFFUSION
E-commerce is still in its infancy in China. It is premature to measure its implications yet. However, some trends and potential started to emerge.
At the macroeconomic level, e-commerce diffusion would generate great demand for IT products including software and hardware. While a certain part of the demand would be captured by multinational corporations, China would utilize this growth in IT demand as an opportunity to nurture its indigenous manufacturing base. Certain indicators point to the rapid growth of China's manufacturing capacity in PC production, telecommunications equipment, software, and consumer appliances [Tan, 2001; Kraemer & Dedrick, 2002] . On the application side, China is hoping to upgrade its enterprises to world standards through e-commerce and other IT infrastructures since upgrading will determine whether Chinese enterprises can survive in the global market after China's WTO concessions.
Meanwhile, e-commerce diffusion is also tied to political and economic reforms in China. As illustrated in the example of college student admission, e-commerce could certainly be deployed to fight corruption by publicizing the process and recording every transaction. At the same time, middle-level managers who have the power to grant special favor may simply block the diffusion of e-commerce for fear of losing their privileges.
In addition, e-commerce could either strengthen or weaken the power of the central and local governments to monitor and control the society and individual citizens, depending on how it is deployed. This uncertainty makes e-commerce a dynamic and complicated process that is closely tied to the political, social, and economic environment in China.
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